
Since 2005 is closing out, it’s time again to review the year and
prepare for 2006. Yes, this is a never ending project to be
undertaken every year. Let’s start by defining success.

The definition of success varies from person to person. Age, gender
or personal histories shape the meaning for everyone. In the capitalis-
tic environment of the United States, money and possessions are often
seen as symbols of success. An article that I pulled from careerjour-
nal.com (taken from The Wall Street Journal Online) provided good
food for thought. “Rich, Successful—and Miserable: Research Probes
Mid-Life Angst” reinforced the fact that everyone goes through a
midlife crisis. Some come upon this at 50 years old or as early as 25!

Your views on life and what your priorities are will set the tone for
your definition of success. Keep in mind that as your life changes your
priorities will change. The research this article cited centered on
Setting Priorities. The study group consisted of over 900 women in
the state of Texas. Here are there findings:

Activities most enjoyed in order of preference:
▼ Sex ▼ Socializing after work
▼ Dinner ▼ Relaxing
▼ Lunch ▼ Exercising
▼ Praying ▼ Socializing at work

Activities least enjoyed:
▼ Morning commute ▼ Evening commute
▼ Caring for children ▼ Housework

Granted the gender of this population is a major factor, many com-
monalities with the opposite sex are evident. All people will experience
ups and downs as their life progresses. The number and types of life
changes (job loss, illness, marriage, loss of spouse, having children,
geographical relocation, etc.) will affect the recuperation time. Your
value system will affect how you prioritize what’s important to you.

ASSESSING YOUR VALUES

I encourage everyone to take the time to read this and fill in the
blanks. If you can write it down, you can take action to improve your-
self. You may find that you need to set up a process to get yourself or
keep yourself on track. Consider the following items:

Motivators: What really gets and keeps you going?
Role Models: Who do you think of as successful?
Write Down Your Definition of Success
Your Success Examples: Come up with at least three.

Set and Write Down Long and Short Term Goals
What Really Makes You Happy and Why?
There are no right or wrong answers; it’s all up to the individual.

WHEN IS IT TIME TO MAKE CHANGES?

The following material is taken from an advice article published on
www.milwaukeejobs.com written by Patricia Clason, Corporate Coach
and owner of Center for Creative Learning (Milwaukee, WI). The
material has been modified for personal or professional application.

1. Does another entity set the parameters for the rules?
2. Your difference of opinion does not improve the product, service

or situation.
3. Have you lost your sense of purpose?
4. You’re just not having any fun!
5. Look at what brought you there in the first place.
6. The commitment to communicate is no longer solid and the

“partnership” is no longer solid.
7. Respect for each other is gone or diminished.
8. Is one person doing all of the work or providing all of the effort?
9. Is it easier to lie or avoid than tell the truth or confront the other

person(s)?
10. Is there too much damage and not enough commitment or

communication left to continue the situation or “partnership”?

Clason suggests using these items to focus on your attitude during the
next month. Calculate how you’re doing on a scale of 1 to10. If you’re
not averaging at least a 7 it’s time to look for a new position or situation.

Only you can control your attitude and the actions that you take
(Jeffrey Percival, Percival Enterprises). “Do Not Give Undo Power OR
Influence To Those Who Can Not Or Will Not Have Your Best Interests
At Heart,” (quote from the soon to be published book by Kathy
Bornheimer and Jeffrey Percival, author unknown).

You can not separate your personal life from work and vice versa.
Events and emotions follow from one situation to another. Are you in
a place that you want to be or planned to be? If not, this information
should help get you there.  

NaSPA member Kathy Bornheimer is the owner of K.B. & Associates and
is the author of The Street Smart Approach to Job Search. She has over 20
years experience in recruitment and career coaching.

Evaluating Your Career:
How Successful Have You Been;

How Successful do You Want to be?
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